This study explores some complex issues of drama translation-whether it should be treated as literary translation or not-by investigating two English translations of the same canonic Chinese drama, Xixiang ji. One translation claims to be literature piece while the other, stage-script. In comparing the two of different function and discussing their specific divergent expressions, this paper intends to shed some light on drama translation. It examines the translators' purpose that closely links to their translation strategy and the function of their translation, followed by sample translations of courting passages. It illuminates the relative strength and weakness of drama translation as literature and as stage-script.
response (Reiss, 1977 (Reiss, /1989 . According to Reiss's text type, literature, especially poem and play, belongs to expressive type and the translator's job is to closely follow the form and aesthetics of the source text taking in author-centered perspective. Vermeer in his skopos theory proclaims that the purpose of translation decides translation strategy and thus the outcome of translation (1989/2004, p. 228) . He shifts the focus to the purpose of translation stressing the communicative action of translation. For Vermeer, a target text should be fit for purpose. It heightens the role of the translator as "the key player in a process of intercultural communication and production" (Munday, 2012, p. 213) . The skopos theory tends to highlight the translator's subjectivity by recognizing that they make certain choices for the specific purpose and function of the translation. To be functionally adequate, the expertise of the translator is crucial. The method of drama translation is broadened here. According to skopos theory, the objective and function of translation are to fulfill the needs of the target culture; the translation methods would be target-orientated rather than source orientated.
Contextualising the Canonical Chinese Drama Xixiang ji
Xixiang ji 西廂記, better known as Romance of the Western Chamber, the play in question, is one of the finest literature and artistic productions of Yuan dynasty (1279-1368), the golden age of Chinese drama. Cyril Birch, the well-known scholar of Chinese literature and drama, makes such remark:
Yüan drama is at once the first full florescence, the Golden Age and the grand classical forebear of all Chinese theatre. In performance, the most we could hope to see of it today would be a reconstruction of its lost music and largely unknown stage conventions… (1976, pp. v-viii) Yuan drama, more often termed as zaju ("variety show" in its literal meaning), is a form of traditional poetic music drama; the zaju theater was a combination of Chinese art, music, and poetry (or libretto as many of them are acted out in singing) in addition to dialogues. While Xixiang ji is most well-known by its love story, comparable to that of Romeo and Julia in the Western drama (Xu, 2000 (Xu, /2008 , it is the superb literary expression in poems, libretto, and vernacular language presented in courtship that makes this drama memorable and highly influential.
Xixiang ji has unmatched reputation in China as dramatic literature and performing arts despite the constant official ban due to the explicit sexual scenes. Since Wang Shifu's (ca. 1250-1300) composition of this masterpiece, it has become instantly popular; it hence engendered numerous reproductions, imitations, parodies, and adaptations, both for closet reading and theatrical performance. For instance, the Ming dynasty playwright Cui Shipei and Li Rihua adapted Wang's original zaju libretto into the then mainstream chuanqi music, and thus promoted the play and prolonged its stage life, especially after zaju ceased to be performed in opera houses. Apart from its domestic influence, this drama has reached to global audience via translations and academic studies.
The rise of drama to amount the golden age in Yuan China has to do with the Mongol rule. Marked as the first non-Han dynasty, the Mongol ruling class, not erudite in Confucian classics or classic language, was in favor of vernacular language and theatre. Furthermore, the founding emperor of Yuan abolished the civil service examination, the path to officialdom for Confucian scholars. Blocked by the usual career path, many talented literati turned into playwrights. Drama of Yuan thus reached a new height combining characteristics of vivid vernacular speech and erudite classic poems. Moreover, as scholar playwrights were marginalized or feminized in social advancement, they tended to have "authorial representation" (Jiang, 1991, p. 33) in their construction of women, the inferior class as themselves. The superior women are commonly represented in Yuan drama. The selected sample translations would offer a glimpse into such phenomenon, though the focus here is more on the weaker male.
Such a classic play comprising of largely poems/libretto is obviously expressive text in Reiss' text type theory; the translators are supposed to take "'identifying' method" (Munday, 2012, p. 112) (West & Idema, 1991 /1995 Jiang, 2009, p. 419 ). Shen's appears to be the first stage translation, though his source play deviates from West-Idema for his functional purpose. Rather than abiding closely to the full play by Wang, Shen followed the structure and dialogue of Li Rihua's chuanqi adaptation of the Ming dynasty while translating his lyrics directly from Wang Shifu's zaju libretto of the Yuan dynasty. These translators' statement either in their book introduction or performance pamphlet help further understand their purpose and translation strategy.
West and Idema make their purpose and approach of translation clear in their extensive 100-page introduction. They write: "Our aim…is to provide the Western reader with a rendition that is as close to the original as a literary translation will allow, warts and all" (1991/1995, p. 15) . Abiding to the age-old translation notion of faithfulness, they value the original Chinese play and wish to present it to the Western world as truthfully as they can. Acknowledging that their version may appear excessively literal to some, West and Idema claim: "we have been guided by the belief that it is both unnecessary and undesirable to resort to well-worn English equivalents or clichés to smooth over any passages that challenge the reader to active engagement" (1991/1995, p. 15 Interestingly, Shen also claims to be abiding by the spirit of the source play as performed in pre-modern China.
He states:
I wanted an authentic experience of golden-age Chinese opera for the audience, meaning that a modern theater-goer may enjoy the show as a Ming Chinese did 400 years ago. I did not want to present a piece of museum art that is authentic in form, but lacking in both the vitality of contemporary life and the entertainment value that are imperatives in popular theatre.
...In the heyday of Chinese opera, the audience enjoyed music contemporary to their time... (Shen Dir., 2008a, p. 2) Shen transforms the old Chinese into fluent and trendy English today to arouse an immediate response from the audience. Moreover, the entertainment value of popular theatre is Shen's primary purpose, thus making his adoption of popular Western music justifiable. Far from Reiss's proposed identifying method to translate expressive text type as drama, Shen's approach appears to be "adaptive" with equivalent effect-translation method opted by Reiss for operative text type like advertisement. Reiss' text type theory is inadequate to explain Shen's translation strategy. Other functional theorists such as Vermeer's skopos theory, nonetheless, helps to supplement this insufficiency as the purpose overrides text type with its corresponding translation method. As noted by Munday: "What is functionally suitable has to be determined by the translator, who is the expert in translatorial action and whose role is to make sure that the intercultural transfer takes place satisfactorily" (2012, p. 121). Viewing from Shen's functional purpose, it is interesting to note that a traditional drama translated for contemporary stage shares similar function with operative text in terms of appealing to the receivers and eliciting desired response. Sample translations of courting passages from the source plays are discussed below.
Sample Translations of Courting Passages
As mentioned, women in Yuan zaju often appear more superior than men likely due to the marginalized/feminized playwrights' self-representation. The so-called "gender reversal" scenes are frequently seen in Yuan drama, in which women are stronger in mind and spirit than their male counterpart. The male lead, (Wang, 2001, p. 415; Li, 2001, pp. 557-558) (Male lead kneels before Crimson and speaks:) Because of your missy, day and night I forget to eat and I give up sleep. My soul is wearied, my dreams are broken, and I'm constantly distracted as if I'd lost something. …Barely had we achieved some success when the old lady changed her stripes. Now I am at wits' end…. Young lady, please have pity on me and tell my thoughts to your missy so she may know my heart. And now, right in front of you, I will take off my belt and hang myself. (West & Idema, 1991 /1995 West-Idema's author-oriented approach is in line with formal equivalence. They do render their translation as close to the source play as can be. They enable the readers to read their version as if reading the source play.
They allow keen readers to experience the full wealth of classic dramatic literature. Their version adopts some archaic expressions to remind the Western readers that they are reading into an ancient scholar's lament for love.
Nonetheless, this literal translation is not free from minor mismatches in translation. To have Zhang address
Yingying as "missy" might be understandable or acceptable during the latter development of courtship, provided that the translators wish to hint on Zhang's intimacy with Yingying. Yet "missy" seems too informal for the source term "xiaojie 小姐", and too imposing for the character to attempt that intimacy in the initial stage of courtship. In addition, to have Zhang address Hongniang, Yingying's maidservant, as "young lady" (xiao niangzi 小娘子 in the source term) appears inappropriate in view of the source language and the native culture. By all accounts, "young lady" would naturally match "xiaojie" and "missy", the less formal expression, "xiao niangzi".
In this case, postmodern perception may have infused into this classic play's translation; translators' intended fidelity to the Chinese source text seems evaded.
On the contrary, Shen's target-oriented approach appears akin to dynamic/functional equivalence. Rather than the maximum effort of word for word and line for line like the West-Idema version, Shen boldly cuts short the source text and renders it in fluent English, which paradoxically appears to fit better in the vernacular expression of the source dialogue. With plenty of deletion and transformation, the Shen version suits the audience for the instant gist of the play, and most importantly it fulfills the function of performance. For instance, Shen uses "life is not worth living" to replace many of Zhang's literary narration of love-sickness. Shen appears to purposefully shorten the stage narration for the constraint of performance time. By adopting colloquial and trendy English, the distance between pre-modern scholar Zhang and contemporary audience is shortened; the representation of Zhang has become one that the audience members can easily identify with and connect to.
Zhang's behavior no doubt deviates from the patriarchal norm of Confucianism. What's more, his love for Yingying is infused with strong sex desire. Though love and sex in traditional China is not usually dichotomously set apart, restraint from sex is a dominant Confucian value. Driven by love, Zhang willingly forsakes gender hierarchy. Taking Hongniang's suggestion, Zhang first tries to move Yingying's heart by playing seductive music, followed by love letter, including a poem at the end. In the letter, Zhang appeals to her sympathy of his predicament and calls for her action, as represented by West-Idema and Shen respectively: 患成思竭，垂命有日……萬一有見憐之心，乞惠好音賜下，庶幾可保殘喘 ……此情不可遲，虛譽何需奉？莫負月華明，且憐花影重。 (Wang, 2001, p. 436; Li, 2001, p. 574) My frustrations are complete, my thoughts exhausted, and my life hangs every moment in the balance. …If, by some miracle, you feel a little pity, please write to me so that I can still nurse myself back to health. … Such passion cannot be denied; What need to cling to empty reputation? Do not betray the brightness of moon's blossom; But covet the heaviness of flowers' shadows. (West & Idema, 1991 /1995 The sickness accumulates and weakens my mind. It drains my vitality. Before my days' end, I would convey a few words in the faint hope of having your sympathy on this worthless man, so that his final breath may be sustained. …
The flames of passion cannot be tame. Reputation is but an empty name. Let us take the moonlight when we may, Let the shadows of flowers inter-play. (Shen, 2008b, pp. 25-26) In the letter, Zhang foregoes his male pride and humbles himself to Yingying, beseeching for commiseration of his life-threatening lovesickness. Shen's rendition of the love letter appears to resonate better with the terse classic Chinese expression of Zhang's desperate emotion, which is not readily detectable in West-Idema's literal translation. In plain and brisk English, Shen's version accentuates Zhang's self-pity by adding some words like "this worthless man" referred by Zhang to himself. The addition of such line happens to correspond to feminist translation strategy of supplementation (von Flotow, 1997, pp. 27-28) . It further castes down Zhang's male-ego and makes the hero appears inferior to the heroine.
In the poem, Zhang pleas Yingying to follow her heart, rather than the etiquette. Clearly, West and Idema follow Chinese word structure and syntax much more closely than Shen. For the last four lines of the love poem, both translations appear equally superb, while Shen's rhymed verse serves the singing purpose of an opera house.
Nevertheless, Shen's choice of "inter-play" (chong 重) in the final line seems superior to "heaviness" (zhong 重) 桂花摇影夜深沉； 酸醋當歸浸。 (Wang, 2001, p. 472; Li, 2001, p. 607) Cassia flowers sway their shade in the dead of night; Vinegar soaks the one who "ought to return." (West-Idema, 1991 /1995 Sway the sweet Cassia at midnight, Soak angelica root in honey moon's light; (Shen, 2008b, p. 33) The translation of such punning poem is highly challenging as the source language expressions contain double or even multiple meanings. English translation can only take on one layer of meaning. Yingying's poem in her love letter to Zhang is brilliantly and boldly composed. It is a pity that Shen version has skipped this poem, which is well presented in West-Idema's version: (Wang, 2001, p. 473; Li, 2001, p. 607) My intention then was to keep my reputation intact; Could I have kept it from being your disaster today? Respectful of your ample virtue, I cannot follow the rites; I humbly offer you a new poem that can stand as a go-between. … For tonight, truly, rain and clouds will come. (West-Idema, 1991 /1995 Yingying dutifully explains her earlier act of rejection, and unambiguously promises sex with Zhang.
West-Idema's translation is as brilliant as the source text. Nevertheless, "rain and clouds", an obvious example of foreignizing and literal translation, may not be readily intelligible for the readers, though this phrase has been explained as "a metaphorfor sexual intercourse" (1991/1995, p. 67) in the introduction and earlier notes. It is undeniably an intercultural learning experience to acquire a foreign classic expression; however, one may wonder:
How many modern-day readers would be so engaging as to check cross-reference in the much earlier pages?
Conclusion
As shown, the translators' purposes determine the function and outcome of their translation; the same source play can generate diverse representations. The above discussion reveals that to better comprehend the canonical Chinese drama Xixiang ji, it is important to consult translations of different purposes. Bassnett's dilemma regarding drama translation to be performability-oriented or as literature appears to be derived from a dichotomous mindset. Such issues are not at all problems when taken from functional perspective. Functional theories, though not without flaw, allow drama translators liberty to set their functional purposes and to carry out in view of intercultural communication.
Between the two translations, West-Idema version appears to perfectly illustrate Reiss' model of translating expressive text type. It is also the most acclaimed version among scholars; it has received complements such as rendering the text "with scrupulous exactness", translating "as faithfully as can be done" (Birch, 1976, p. xi) .
Nonetheless, by taking identifying method to preserve the aesthetic form and source cultural expressions, West
and Idema are at the expense of rhyme, thus rendering the libretto unsingable and the TT not as formal equivalent as they set out to be. This is, nevertheless, not as much an issue as they aim for page (readers).
Interestingly, to translate the traditional Chinese play for the contemporary stage, Xixiang ji, the predominantly expressive text type, can become more as operative text type which allows the translator to take further liberty to adapt in order to appeal to audience. Shen's many adaptations or even addition in his translation, however, at times appear closer or even more authentic to the source meaning.
The two translations have fairly represented the reversed gender roles during the courtship in the play.
West-Idema's aim and approach lead to a version much more formal and elegant than Shen's though at times too literal to be readily comprehended. Shen's on the other hand, features the dynamic quality and equivalent effect of the play, which nonetheless can easily fall into translator's manipulation.
It is fair to say that West-Idema's literary translation provides great service to serious readers and scholars.
As for Shen's stage version, though far from literal or literary translation, it instills vitality into the age-old Asian masterpiece and makes Xixiang ji re-live in a contemporary context.
